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August 2021 - Investor Update

Dear Friends & Partners,
Our investment returns are summarized in the table below:
Strategy

Month

YTD

12 Months

24 Months

Inception

LRT Economic Moat

-2.29%

+26.71%

+34.94%

+7.53%

+27.82%

Results as of 8/31/2021. Periods longer than one year are annualized. All results are net of all fees and expenses. Past returns are
no guarantee of future results. Please contact us if you would like to receive a full performance tearsheet. Please see the end of this
letter for additional disclosures.

In the LRT Economic Moat strategy, as of September 1st, 2021, our net exposure was 93.07% and our net
beta-adjusted exposure was 63.16%. We currently have 39 long positions and our top 10 positions account
for 52.94% of our total long exposure. We believe that we are very well positioned for an eventual market
correction, which we are certain is coming at some point. The likely catalysts for this upcoming market
decline are fears of higher interest rates and inflation, or the prospect of the U.S. Federal Reserve ending or
simply curtailing its asset purchase program which
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began last year in response to the Covid-19
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to even the hint of reduced stimulus.
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Two counter currents dominated the month of
August. On the one hand, several Federal Reserve
members have become increasingly vocal about
the need to taper asset purchases.1,2,3 The first order
effect of these announcements was a positive for
economically sensitive and cyclical stocks such as
hotels, airlines, and commodity producers. On the
other hand, the Delta strain of the Covid-19 virus
is proving much harder to eliminate, putting a
damper on the hopes that the Covid-19 will end
soon, and that life will return to normal soon. This
had the exact opposite effect: cyclically sensitive
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stocks declined whenever Covid fears rose while the tech heavy Nasdaq outperformed, because tech stocks
are seen as economically resilient no matter the environment, and many tech companies are thought to
benefit from remote working trends.

On Inflation
At LRT we are not macroeconomic forecasters, and we rarely comment on macro policy. However, we
believe that the current United States macroeconomic policies are extreme: they combine enormous fiscal
deficits with extraordinary monetary stimulus by the Federal Reserve. The U.S. Federal Government ran a
fiscal deficit of $3.1 trillion in Fiscal Year 20204 and is on track to match if not exceed this “record” in FY
2021.5 The Democratic Party, which currently controls all parts of the U.S. Federal Government, is naturally
inclined towards running large deficits, with President Joe Biden’s budget proposal of $6 Trillion dollars
only adding fuel to the fire of fiscal deficits.6 Even the supposedly “fiscally responsible” members of the
Republican party have discovered their love for deficit spending.7 What started off as a response to the
Covid-19 pandemic has morphed into a plan to remake the American economy, with persistent deficits in
excess of $1.3 trillion forecast each year for the next decade.
Not to be outdone, the Federal Reserve is doing its part too. Stock prices are at all-time highs. Home prices
are at all-time highs. Incomes: all-time highs. Job openings: all-time high. US Core Inflation: highest since
1991. You get the picture. Yet, the Federal Reserve is promising interest rates at 0% through at least 2023
and trillions more in assets purchases to boost inflation. We at LRT think these policies are totally insane
and irresponsible. Once the inflationary genie escapes, the costs to stop rising inflation are enormous.
There is only so much productive capacity available in an economy. There are only so many factories and
workers. So, when huge amounts of money are created and thrown into an economy the result is predictable:
too much money chasing too few good and services. In a word: inflation. The graph below shows the recent
rise in inflation – the highest it has been since 1991. To borrow a phrase from a friend of ours, Harris
Kupperman of Praetorian Capital, we are well into “Project Zimbabwe”.8

4

The United States Fiscal Year starts in October and ends in September. FY 2020 covers the period October 2019 – September 2020.
https://bipartisanpolicy.org/report/deficit-tracker/
6
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/05/27/business/economy/biden-plan.html
7
https://www.nytimes.com/2021/08/10/us/politics/republicans-senate-infrastructure.html
8
https://adventuresincapitalism.com/2020/08/05/stop-shorting-project-zimbabwe/
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Fed officials have talked for many years about how inflation has undershot the Fed target for the last
decade.9 However, in all the conversations we have had with fellow Americans about what could be better
in the United States, many people mention things such as: the cost of healthcare and how difficult it is to
understand how much one will have to treatment even if insured. Or how schools could be better, or teacher
salaries higher, or how property taxes are rising every year, or even how politicians from the two major
parties never agree on anything and can’t seem to get anything done. In all the conversations we have, no
one has ever said “wow, you know what? If only inflation over the past decade could have been higher”.

The chart above shows the trailing price-to-earnings (P/E) ratio and forward P/E of the S&P 500. You will
note that both the trailing and forward PE ratios are extremely high compared to history. Only in the late
1990s were valuations comparable to today. What is different today than in the late 90s is that interest rates
remain very low. As long as interest rates remain as low as they are, the stock market can continue to trade
at these lofty valuations. As a result, the prospect of inflation remains a concern to us because the extremely
high stock market valuations we see today are only sustainable if interest rates remain low. If inflation
becomes entrenched, interest rates are bound to rise.
The chairman of the U.S. Federal Reserve, Jerome Powell recently said that he believes the current spike
in inflation to be “transitory”.10 He may very well be right, as some of the inflationary pressures are a result
of supply chain disruptions caused by Covid-19 and they should ease soon. However, how much of the
inflationary spike is a result of the currently insane U.S. fiscal and monetary policies remains to be seen.
We have no crystal ball to predict the future. But neither to the authorities in charge of monetary policy.
Ben Bernanke’s infamous statement from February 2007, that “subprime is contained” reminds us of just
how wrong policy makers can sometimes be. There is the distinct possibility that inflation will continue to
rise or stay elevated for a prolonged time.
We believe that the most rational response to inflationary pressures and the acute possibility for an
inflationary overshoot, is to buy assets across the board, preferably using fixed rate debt. We believe that

9

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-usa-fed-yellen/feds-yellen-says-high-pressure-policy-may-be-only-way-back-from-crisis-idUSKBN12E22M
https://www.axios.com/federal-reserve-powell-inflation-transitory-c01c1a94-d8ee-4a40-a257-01d67808fe86.html
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this is already occurring to a degree in various markets. Housing, equities, and even rare coins prices11,12
are making new all-time highs. Companies with strong pricing power that can pass inflation onto their
customers also fit this mold.
The companies in the LRT portfolio all have strong competitive positions in their respective markets and
we believe that they will be able to raise prices in response to rising costs. However, the market as a whole
may suffer a very sharp decline if interest rates were ever to “normalize”, i.e., rise to a level of say 5-6%
on the U.S. 10 Year Treasury bond. We believe that even an increase to 4% on the 10 Year Treasury bond
could cause a market selloff if this rise occurs quickly and unexpectedly. Our portfolio remains partially
hedged with respect to the market, so we believe that we would be well protected in the event that such as
scenario materializes. Having said that, inflationary pressures and their consequences are something we are
keeping a close eye on.

Investment Process: Confidence vs. Accuracy
At LRT, we focus on developing and constantly improving our investment process. We believe that a
repeatable and well-defined investment process is key to long-term success. Our investment approach
combines two distinct parts.
First, we seek to identify high quality companies to invest in. We have a very clear definition of what a
“high quality” company is: 1) it must have some clearly identifiable competitive advantage, such as:
intangible assets (brands, patents, licenses, government approvals), network effects, durable cost
advantages (scale or process based), and/or switching costs; 2) it must have the ability to grow and reinvest
at least some capital over time; 3) it must have a management team with a good track record of allocating
capital. Identifying investment candidates is a discretionary process and we focus primarily on qualitative
factors in our analysis.
Second, we seek to build the best possible portfolio from our investable universe identified in the previous
step. Here we use proprietary software that we have developed over many years to determine optimal
portfolio position weights given a set of constraints about position and risk factor concentrations. See
Appendix III for more information on the tools we use. What is important to understand, is that our position
sizing is driven entirely through a quantitative and non-discretionary process. We do this because we don’t
want to introduce our own human biases into the position sizing process, but rather want to be guided by
the data (correlation, volatility, factor exposures) about our positions.
The result for us has been a portfolio of approximately 30-40 names, with the top 10 names accounting for
about half our equity exposure. We believe we are appropriately diversified with respect to both market
risk and factor exposures, but the opinions on the optimal level of portfolio concentration vary. Today, we
hope to offer you some rules of thumb to think about when constructing a portfolio.
To frame the discussion, consider two extreme scenarios: one in which you know nothing about future
investment returns and the other where you operate with perfect knowledge. For the “know nothing”
investor, the rational approach is to own a bit of everything, presumably through a lot cost index fund that
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https://www.stacksbowers.com/News/Pages/PressReleases.aspx?ArticleID=over-50-million-sold-in-august-2021-ana-auction
https://www.barrons.com/articles/an-1804-silver-dollar-sells-for-7-68-million-becoming-the-second-most-valuable-u-s-dollar-ever-sold01629487322
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covers the entire market.13 If, on the other hand, you have perfect knowledge you might want to put all your
money into what you know will be the best performing asset over the next period, and then simply repeat
this process each new time period. As your level of knowledge increase from knowing nothing your
portfolio concentration should increase as well – you should at least be able to eliminate the very worst
investments.
Perfect knowledge is not attainable. All investments have a degree of uncertainty and randomness
associated with them. Even with the best research we can never be sure of what will happen. Imagine that
every investment has a mix of randomness and knowable information and that the ratio is 60% information,
40% randomness. As you invest more time and energy into your research you progressively reveal more
insights, moving asymptotically closer to the 60% of knowable information. As you become more confident
in your research you increase your portfolio allocation to this investment. Here is the challenge though:
what if you believe that 95% of the investment outcome is knowable, when in reality it is only 60%? If you
keep increasing your confidence in an investment idea without increasing the accuracy of your predictions,
you can easily end up with oversized positions. This, paradoxically, is the risk of doing more research when
considering investment ideas.
Does knowing which university the 2nd oldest daughter of the VP of marketing at the company is going to
add value to your investment idea? Does this help you predict what the stock might do over the next twelve
months? Sounds silly, right? How about, when investing in a biotech firm, hiring private investigators to
observe a medical facility with the hope of spotting FDA inspectors who will be certifying the production
line, with the expectation of gleaning insight into when a key drug might be approved? Or how about
monitoring private jet movements to try and predict M&A transactions before they are announced? Sounds
more plausible, doesn’t it? If your investigators spot the FDA inspectors how much does that inform your
decision about the stock, your position sizing, and your confidence? How many other random factors are
out there that will affect the decision about the drugs approval and the subsequent stock performance?
We argue that world is far more uncertain that it might appear. We believe that, beyond a certain threshold,
most incremental investment research is counterproductive as it increases your confidence in an investment
far more than it increases the accuracy of your predictions. Therefore, diversification matters – not just
naïve diversification, i.e., owning twenty or thirty stocks, but actual diversification in terms of factors that
drive investment returns. If you own twenty large cap SaaS names – we don’t believe you are properly
diversified. At LRT, we guard against hubris in decision making by using an automated process for portfolio
position sizing. The system considers a myriad of factors but the most important is the positions potential
contribution to portfolio volatility. The more volatile a position, the smaller the position becomes for us.
Overconfidence bias is a well-documented phenomenon in behavioral finance.14 We believe that there are
3-4 key variables one must understand about a company to determine if it is an appropriate investment:
things like the competitive landscape and barriers to entry, the growth opportunities, and the quality of
management. Beyond this, obsessing over minutia is likely to be detrimental to your investment success as
you begin to analyze factors that are only tangentially related to investment outcomes. 15 Instead, investors
should focus on the few key drivers of each investment they make and acknowledge the limits of their
knowledge. We think that the quantitative portfolio construction process we use at LRT, is a good reflection
of this.

13

For example: https://investor.vanguard.com/etf/profile/vti
https://www.investmentnews.com/fundamentals-of-behavioral-finance-overconfidence-bias-197276
15
Is a clean factory better than a dirty factory? Is a fancy office better than a cheap office?
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The LRT Book Club
We are often asked about investment books that we have enjoyed or would recommend. So, by popular
demand, today we present some of the books that we think are worth checking out. There are many good
books about investing such as The Intelligent Investor by Benjamin Graham and great biographies such
as Buffett: The Making of an American Capitalist by Roger Lowenstein. But today we wanted to share
some books that we think are more specific and more helpful to an investment practitioner. These titles
align very closely with our investment philosophy and have helped inform and sharpen our thinking. None
of the titles below are “beginner” books, but we hope you find them useful in your investment journey.

Competition Demystified: A Radically Simplified Approach to Business Strategy
At LRT we see ourselves as business analysts first and foremost. With a long-term
mindset, analyzing companies requires understanding their competitive
environment and the structure of the industry they operate in. Michael Porter from
the Harvard Business School has written a lot on this topic, but “Porter’s Five
Forces” is too complex to be applied in practice to investing. The book
“Competition Demystified” by Bruce Greenwald simplifies the topic greatly and
focuses on the most important of Porter’s Five Forces – Barriers to Entry. We have
written extensively about Barriers to Entry in our September 2019 letter to you in
the section “One Force to Rule Them All: Barriers to Entry” – available on our
website.16 This book does a good job of cutting through the noise of business
strategy concepts and focusing on what matters most to investors.

Capital Returns: Investing Through the Capital Cycle: A Money Manager’s Reports 2002-15
Similarly, to “Competition Demystified”, the book “Capital Returns” focuses on
barriers to entry, competition, and what the authors call the “Capital Cycle” analysis.
Capital Cycle refers simply to the idea that if lots of new capital and competitors are
entering a field, future returns on capital are likely to be impaired. On the flip side,
if capital is leaving an industry for several years, the competitors that remain will
eventually enjoy much improved profitability. This book has informed our
understanding of the impact of new competitors entering the industry. As a result,
we remain very cautious about parts of the market where we see lots of new IPOs,
new entrants, investor excitement and lots of “buzz”. Only growth coupled with
barriers to entry is worth paying up for.

16
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Zero to One: Notes on Startups, or How to Build the Future
Rounding out the investment book recommendations is a gem from Peter Thiel
called “Zero to One”. The book makes the case that businesses can be divided into
two camps: those with a near monopoly and those operating in a near perfectly
competitive environment. We often don’t perceive this, because both types of
companies have incentives to lie about their true competitive position. The owners
of monopolies pretend to be in fierce competition with each other, so as to not
arouse the interest of anti-monopoly regulators. On the other hand, those who are
truly in a competitive environment pretend to be unique because they want to
attract investment and capital. Peter Thiel makes it clear that investors and
entrepreneurs should seek monopolies and avoid competition whenever possible.17

17
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Asbury Automotive Group, Inc. (ABG)
For a long time, we have had a small position in Asbury Automotive Group, Inc. (ABG) and we wanted to
give you more information about why we like this company. The relatively small size of the position
(approximately 3.1% of our total equity exposure) reflects the stock’s volatility – we size positions inversely
to their volatility. This section was written by our intern, Jimmy Qian, with light edits by me. Jimmy is a
rising junior at the University of Texas at Austin interested in working in the asset management industry.

Executive Summary
Asbury Automotive Group is one of the largest automotive retailers in the United States. It operates 90
dealerships consisting of 112 franchises and 25 collision repair centers. The company’s stores offer new
and used vehicles, parts and service, as well as finance and insurance (F&I) products. Franchise agreements
controlled by automotive manufactures and state laws create an environment of tightly controlled market
entry and restricted competition. The dealership industry is highly fragmented with 93.5% of dealers having
only between 1-5 locations according to data from 202018. In fact, dealers with over 50 locations account
for only 0.1% of the industry – a testament to the huge opportunity for consolidation that lies ahead. Industry
dynamics, including the rising complexity of automobiles and the need for omnichannel distribution are
favoring better capitalized and larger dealer groups. We believe Asbury Automotive Group has several
distinct advantages, particularly its highly profitable parts and service business, its overexposure to the
luxury vehicle business, which carriers the best margins, and its Clicklane omnichannel strategy. Asbury’s
management has also been acting in the best interests of its shareholders by allocating capital towards
acquiring dealerships to aggressively expand its business, and occasionally repurchasing stock when
attractive acquisitions targets could not be found. We applaud management for its historical successful
performance and are optimistic in Asbury’s ability to deliver strong investment returns to shareholders in
the upcoming years.

Company Overview
Asbury Automotive Group provides an extensive range of automotive products and services. This includes
new and used vehicle sales, financing and insurance, vehicle maintenance, repair services, replacement
parts, and service contracts. Asbury Automotive is based in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and its origins
began with Tom Gibson — a former president of Subaru of America. In 2002, Asbury Automotive Group

18
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completed an initial public offering (NYSE: ABG). 19 A brief timeline of the company’s history can be seen
on the diagram below.

1994
Asbury Automotive
Group is backed
by Onex
Corporation.

1995
An Onex portfolio
manager forms
Ripplewood
Holdings.

1997
Freeman Spogli, a
leading middlemarket private
equity firm, invests
in Asbury.

1999
Former luxury
goods executive
Brian Kendrick
succeeds Tom
Gibson as CEO.

2000
Asbury
Automotive's
corporate structure
is streamlined.

2002
Asbury completes
its intitial public
offering
(NYSE:ABG)

An interesting quirk of the auto dealership industry is its use of short-term debt subsidized by the automotive
OEMs. Automotive car dealers finance the majority of their new and used car inventory with the help of
funding extended by the car companies themselves. This financing is referred to as “floor plan financing”
and often carry very low interest rates as it is subsidized by the car manufacturers.
We believe that floor plan financing should be excluded from capital when calculating returns on invested
capital (ROIC). Floor plan financing is extended to the dealer by the manufacturer and is not really an
investment that any “external” capital provider makes. The OEM in turn does not expect to earn interest
income from this capital but rather support a healthy dealership network that will purchase the cars it
produces. In most cases the automotive OEM rebates the cost of the interest on the debt back to the
dealership through purchase discounts. In most years, these discounts are greater than the interest expenses.
This subsidy is referred to as “floor plan assistance” and accounted for in the cost of goods sold for New
Vehicles.20 Hence this floor plan financing is “capital”, i.e., a “liability”, that actually pays the dealership.
A liability that pays you, is no liability at all.

Period21
Floorplan interest ($m)
Floorplan assistance ($m)
Net cost of floor plan capital ($m)

2016
19.3
35.4
-16.1

2017
22.7
36.4
-13.7

2018
32.5
39.2
-6.7

2019
37.9
42.2
-4.3

2020
17.7
44
-26.3

As a result of this quirk in accounting, the headline ROIC for most auto dealerships is dramatically
understated. The use of floor plan financing obscures the true economic of the dealership business.
Removing floorplan debt from capital when calculating ROIC reveals that the dealership business is a far
better one than it appears at first glance.

19

http://www.fundinguniverse.com/company-histories/asbury-automotive-group-inc-history/
ABG 10-K FY 2020 01-Mar-21 15:39 “[…] floor plan interest credits are accounted for as purchase discounts, and are recorded as a reduction
of inventory and recognized as a reduction to New vehicle cost of sales in the accompanying Consolidated Statements of Income in the period
the related vehicle is sold.”
21
Source: ABG 10K, 2016-2020
20
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Adjusted ROIC vs Reported ROIC

18.00%
16.00%
14.00%
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10.00%
8.00%

6.00%
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Reported ROIC

FY2016

FY2018

4.00%
FY2011

FY2012

FY2013

FY2014

FY2015

Operating a dealership with efficient cash flow
requires excellent inventory control. Floor plan
financing is common method of extending a line of
credit to a car dealer, and it allows dealers to
leverage the OEMs money to purchase their
inventory from auctions or other inventory sources.
It is important to note that if a dealer purchases a car
using floor plan financing and it doesn’t sell in a
specific amount of days, dealers are charged a small
fee. However, if the dealer manages to successfully
sell its inventory, they earn rebates which go under
the name of “floorplan assistance”.
Asbury Automotive Group finances the purchases of
new and used vehicle inventory from credit facilities
that charge minimal interest. The main advantage for
Asbury Automotive Group to use floor plan
financing is that dealers can quickly earn profits, and
have an increased amount of flexibility to keep their
funds working for the dealership. Floor plan
financing also offers Asbury Automotive Group to
free up cash on hand, and pay off its inventory,
extend payments, and increase credit.22

FY2017

Finance
and
Insurance ,
4.28%

FY2019

FY2020

Revenue (2020)

Parts and
Service ,
12.48%
New
Vehicle,
52.83%

Used
Vehicle ,
30.42%

Gross Profit Mix (2020)
Finance
and
insurance,
net,
24.90%

New
vehicles,
17.90%

Used retail
vehicles,
12.80%
Parts and
service,
44.40%

The company reports in four business segments:
New Vehicles, Used Vehicles, Parts & Service and, Finance & Insurance. F&I is a 100% margin business,
as it consists solely of commissions earned from selling auto financing and supplementary insurance
products. The remaining segments vary in profitability with New Vehicle sales having the thinnest margins
and P&S having the fattest. The contribution to revenue and gross profit of each segment is depicted in the
graphs above. Let’s look at each segment in turn.

22

https://www.nextgearcapital.com/news/how-does-floor-plan-financing-work/
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New Vehicle Business
The New Vehicle Business represented 52.8% of total
revenue and 18% of gross profit, in FY2020. The
company’s largest markets are Florida, Texas, and
Georgia. Together they represent 73% of the company’s
sales. This segment is further subdivided by brands into
three categories: 20% domestic, 41% import, and 39%
luxury. The brands that fall into each segment can be seen
below. Gross profit margins in each segment are: 6%
domestic, 4% import, and 8% luxury. The luxury business
segment has been growing the fastest since 2010 and is
the most profitable segment.

% of New Vehicle Revenue (2020)
Domestic ,
20%
Luxury ,
39%

Import,
41%

New vehicle revenues include vehicle sales and lease
Gross profit by subsegment (2020)
transactions that are arranged by third-party financial
Domestic
institutions. A key element of the New Vehicle business
21%
is that automotive leases provide external benefits to other
lines of the business. This includes recurring revenue
from repairs and maintenance services, as lease customers
Luxury
are encouraged to service their vehicles at the brand
52%
dealership. In addition, more manufactures are including
Import
pre-paid maintenance on all their new vehicles.23 The
27%
maintenance plans included with the new vehicles are free
to the customer only if the vehicle is serviced at the brand
dealership. These types of maintenance contracts, which
are ultimately built into the price of a new vehicle, allow the automotive OEMs to create a high margin
revenue stream for their dealership networks.

23

https://www.marketwatch.com/story/buying-a-car-consider-these-that-offer-free-maintenance-2020-04-02
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2021 YTD US Brand Market Share by Auto Sales
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The New Vehicle business segment relies on franchise agreements with various vehicle manufacturers to
obtain new vehicle inventory. These franchise agreements grant the franchised dealership an exclusive right
to sell the manufacturer’s brand of vehicles in a specific market area. Currently, Asbury Automotive Group
currently has 31 automobile brands and 112 franchise locations. The brands are divided into luxury, import,
and domestic franchises. Asbury Automotive Group’s luxury franchises owned are Mercedes Benz, Lexus,
BMW, Acura, Infiniti, Audi, Volvo, Land Rover, Jaguar, Porsche, Lincoln, Bentley, and Genesis. The
company’s import franchises owned consist of Honda, Toyota, Nissan, Hyundai, Kia, Subaru, Volkswagen,
Sprinter, MINI, and Isuzu. The domestic franchises are Ford, Chevrolet, Jeep, GMC, Chrysler, Buick, and
Dodge.
Largest Markets by State (% of ABG Total Revenue)
35%

32%

30%

27%

25%
20%
14%

15%
10%

7%

6%

5%

5%

4%

3%

2%

South Carolina

Colorado

Virginia

0%
Florida

24

Texas

Georgia

Indiana

North Carolina

Missouri

Source: National Automobile Dealers Association
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New Vehicle Segment Sales
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3,231
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Gross Profit Margin by New Vehicle Segment
9%
8%
7%
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4%
3%
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2010

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

Luxury

8%

8%

8%

7%

7%

7%

7%

7%

6%

6%

8%

Import

6%

6%

5%

5%

5%

5%

4%

3%

3%

2%

4%

Domestic

7%

7%

7%

7%

6%

6%

5%

5%

4%

4%

6%

Luxury

Import

Domestic

Used Vehicle Business
The Used Vehicle Business includes the
Used Vehicle Gross Margin (%)
sale of used vehicles to individual retail
10.50
customers and dealers at auction. The
10.00
New Vehicle Business segment provides
9.50
the Used Vehicle Business operations
9.00
with a large supply of trade-ins and off8.50
lease vehicles. In addition, Asbury
8.00
7.50
Automotive Group purchases a portion
7.00
of their used vehicle inventory at open
6.50
and restricted auctions to vehicle dealers.
In 2020 over 50% of the company’s cars
from Used Vehicle Business sales come
in from auctions.25 Most of the company’s gross profit in the Used Vehicle business depends on the
dealerships’ ability to obtain a high-quality supply of used vehicles and relies heavily on technology for
25
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inventory control. Furthermore, about 89% of Asbury’s revenue in 2020 from the used vehicles came from
its retail segment, but wholesale vehicle sales have been growing faster at a YoY revenue growth rate of
26%.26
Success in the used car business depends on sourcing inventory and selling it quickly — the Q1 2021
earnings quarter in Used Vehicle represented a 27-day supply, which was down 15 days from the prior year.
Historically, the used car business has generated gross profit margins of around 7.5%, slightly higher than
the new car segment of 5.8%.27 Gross profit margins in the Used Vehicle business have historically declined
from 2010-2017 but have increased sharply since 2019.
Since most cars are purchased on credit, and because a car purchase can easily be postponed, auto industry
demand is highly sensitive to the availability of consumer credit and the state of the macroeconomy. While
many people try to forecast macro events, we see macro forecasting as a mugs game and instead choose to
focus on the long-term economics of the business. In the current state of the economy, inflation and
semiconductor shortages have been the hot topic of the day.28 The post-Covid surge in demand has far
surpassed the production of new vehicles, pushing up prices of both new and used vehicles. According to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the annual CPI report in America showed that inflation had increased by
5.4% in June and the PPI index has increased by more than 7%.29 Federal Reserve Chairman Jerome Powell
has stated that almost a third of June’s overall month-on-month inflation can be attributed to the
appreciating value of used vehicles. This is evident by the Bureau of Labor Statistics report, which showed
that prices of used cars and trucks have risen by 45% over the past year — the largest 12-month increase
ever reported.
As a result, we believe that gross margins in the used vehicle business are temporarily inflated and will
revert down closer to historical norms over the next few quarters. This will create downward pressure on
the earnings of the used car segment over the next year – a fact that all investors should recognize and
account for in their analysis.
Used Vehicle Wholesale Price Index
175.00
165.00
155.00
The
surge in used vehicle prices has been a benefit to car dealers, as they have been able to sell their
145.00
inventory at substantially higher margins. It is possible that when the disruption in the supply chain is
135.00
cleared
up and car production increases, used car prices normalize and dealer margins compress back down
125.00
to115.00
historical levels. We view both the recent surge in used car margins and the potential for a decrease in
105.00
margins
in the future as short-term noise with little impact on the long-term value of the company.
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Parts and Service Business
The sales of new and used vehicles are both volatile and relatively low margin, but car maintenance (the
Parts and Service segment) is stable and high margin. The Parts and Service Business consists of repair and
maintenance services, replacement parts, and reconditioning of used vehicles. While the new car business
has had gross profit margins of 5.8% and used cars averaged 7.5% over the past ten years, the P&S business
had a 61% gross margin in 2020.30 What’s more, in the worst year in history for the car dealership industry,
2009, car sales decreased 22.1%, while Parts and Service only fell by 5%. 31 And in 2008, during the
financial crisis, car sales declined by 17% but P&S actually grew by 4%. 32 The combination of revenue
stability and high margins is what makes the Parts and Service segment the crown jewel of Asbury
Automotive Group.
Total Revenue and P&S Annual Growth
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Parts and Service

The Parts and Service Business includes online service appointment scheduling, online parts sales, service
status tracker, service MPI photo and video inspection, collision center remote photo estimating, online
customer payments, and touchless loaner vehicle contracting. In addition, the company provides collision
repair services at 25 centers that operate near their dealerships. The Parts and Service Business has been
much more stable than the New or Used Vehicle Business because its revenue is largely a function of the
number of vehicles on the road and miles driven. Furthermore, increasing technical complexity of cars is
leading to more expensive repairs which contributes to revenue growth in this segment.

30
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Parts and Service Revenue
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To stay competitive, Asbury Automotive Group focuses on manufacturer specific training and development
programs for new and existing technicians. The company’s collision repair centers provide a valuable
opportunity to scale the business due to high margins provided by these centers and the fact that the
company can source OEM parts from their franchised dealerships. A key driver of revenue growth in the
Parts and Service Business is the number of miles driven. Within every 3,000 to 7,000 miles, the oil and oil
filter should be replaced.33 This includes the inspection of the transmission fluid level, coolant, power
steering fluid, tires, etc. For every 15,000 to 30,000 miles, vehicles should have their air filters replaced,
batteries should be inspected, and brake pads should also be checked as well. Every 35,000 to 50,000 miles,
the battery and ignition system should be replaced and inspected. For every 60,000 miles, brake pads,
coolant, radiator hoses, power steering fluid, and timing belts should be replaced. Routine car maintenance
and annual state inspections are mandatory to keep a car running, and we think this is a very attractive form
of recurring revenue for the Parts and Service Business.
Consumers can choose to have their cars serviced anywhere but industry changes are favoring franchise
dealer repair shops over independents more and more every year. First, cars are increasing in complexity
which requires specialized training and more expensive diagnostic tools. Franchise dealers specialize in
serving one brand, and as a result can afford to invest in training and equipment, something that is much
harder for an independent repair shop that serves all brands. Secondly, more and more manufactures are
including prepaid maintenance on their vehicles in the price of new cars. This prepaid maintenance is free
to the customer, but only if it is performed at a franchised dealer location. Together these two trends are
further strengthening the Parts and Service business, making it a highly predictable source of revenue for
dealerships.
We believe the Parts and Service Business is a highly attractive source of recurring revenue and has been
growing in line with other business segments. On the most recent Q1 2021 Earnings Call, Parts and Service
revenue increased by 1% which has exceeded pre-COVID numbers from Q1 2020.34 As car sales rise, and
the Covid-19 pandemic ends, we expect Americans to hit the road once again, driving increased demand
for vehicle maintenance services.
A potential threat we foresee to the Parts and Service business is the rise of electric and autonomous
vehicles. Intuitively, one would think that electric vehicles will require less servicing because they have
fewer moving parts. However, early data suggests that EVs, for example a Nissan Leaf, cost about the same
33
34
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to maintain a gasoline powered Toyota Corolla over a five-year cycle.35 Furthermore, even if EVs end up
saving consumers money on maintenance, we believe that full adoption of EVs is still very far away.

Finance and Insurance Business
Asbury Automotive Group offers a wide variety of automotive finance and insurance products to their
customers. Finance and Insurance (F&I) is a highly attractive source of revenue as it is 100% pure margin,
but it is directly tied to new vehicle sales which fluctuate substantially from year to year. The company
arranges third-party financing for the sale and lease of vehicles to their customers in exchange for a fee paid
to them by a third-party institution. These fees are essentially pure profit but are subject to repayment if a
customer defaults or prepays the retail installment contract during some limited time period at the beginning
of the contract term. In addition to financing, the company sells the following vehicle protection products
to their customers:
•
•
•
•

Extended service contracts cover certain repair work after the expiration of the manufacturer
warranty
GAP debt cancellation covers the customer after a total loss for the difference between the value
of a vehicle and the outstanding loan or lease obligation after insurance proceeds
Prepaid maintenance: covers certain routine maintenance work such as oil changes, cleaning and
adjusting of brakes, multi-point vehicle inspections and tire rotations
Credit life and disability – this covers the remaining amounts due on an auto loan or a lease in the
event of a death or a disability.

Auto dealer financing operations are also highly regulated and are subject to extensive federal and state
consumer protections. For example, The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) Act — FTC Credit Practices
Rule requires creditors to provide written disclosures to cosigners and prohibits unfair and deceptive credit
practices.36 There are numerous anti-discriminations, credit disclosures, financial privacy, credit report
accuracy, and identify theft protections to ensure that both creditors and cosigners are conducting business
ethically. Compliance and regulations create barriers to entry for less sophisticated operators.
Looking at the financial performance of this segment, revenue has grown by 5.44%, 6.21%, 8.11% and
decreased by 3.45% for the years of 2017, 2018, 2019, and 2020 respectively. 37

35
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Finance and Insurance Annual Revenue Growth
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Growth Opportunities and the Automotive Dealer Industry Consolidation
The industry is highly fragmented and has a low level of market concentration as 93% of dealerships are in
the hands of operators with fewer than six locations — according to data from The National Automobile
Dealers Association. The industry is consolidating as industry dynamics are favoring larger players, but
this consolidation has a very long way to go.
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The barriers to entry in the automotive retailer space are increasing due to the growing complexity of selling
through both online and offline channels. Consumers are increasingly demanding and expecting the ability
to find, compare, and purchase vehicles online. This in turn requires an investment in technology solutions
that only large and well capitalized industry players can afford. This trend will likely hasten industry
consolidation as smaller players will find themselves unable to compete.
Looking at market share by total revenue, Asbury Automotive Group was the 4 th largest auto retailer with
comparable companies such as CarMax, Penske Automotive Group, AutoNation, Lithia Motors, Group 1
Automotive, Sonic Automotive, and Carvana. But, according to data from NADA owners that operate 1-5
dealerships represent 93% of all dealerships and we believe that these are the main competitors to Asbury
business.38 Over the past 10 years, the US auto industry sales have grown by 4.77% per year on average. 39
So, while automotive sales themselves only grow in line with nominal GDP, Asbury Automotive Group
can grow much faster by taking market share from the small “mom and pop” operations that represent much
of the industry.
What is more important is that the car dealership business is highly localized. Consumers rarely travel
hundreds of miles to purchase a car, and certainly don’t go far to have their vehicles services. Hence
competition is restricted to local geographies and the industry is far more oligopolistic than national
statistics may suggest. There is a relatively high cost for new entrants in the market — obtaining the required
franchising agreements, manufacturer approvals, and securing the right real estate is a costly and timeconsuming process. Creating or licensing the technology required for an omnichannel strategy (selling both
online and offline) is further increasing startup costs. Competing with the established large dealership
groups such as Asbury is no easy feat.
State laws inhibit competitive entry further. For example, according to the 2020 Florida Motor Vehicle
Statute (Title XXIII, Chapter 320), a new vehicle dealer cannot open or reopen a location if any existing
motor vehicle dealer of the same-line make is located within 15 miles.40 In Texas, motor vehicle
manufacturers are unable to own dealerships regardless of the size of ownership stakes or even if the
vehicles aren’t the same type.41 As the industry continues to consolidate and barriers to entry remain high,
we believe that incumbents such as Asbury will continue to enjoy relatively high and stable profits.

Parts & Service – The Crown Jewel
We believe one of the key differentiators Asbury Automotive Group has in a fragmented market space is
its Parts and Service Business which represents 44% of total gross profit in FY2020.42 We think of P&S as
a form of recurring revenue which we believe will continue to grow as a function of the number of cars on
the road and miles driven. What is more, manufacturers are increasingly bundling prepaid maintenance
with new car sales. Finally, as cars become more technically complex, this favors franchise dealerships
over independent repair shops. Repairs performed at a franchised dealership come with a higher degree of
trust giving the dealer an intangible advantage over an independent garage.
Many customers will bring their vehicle to Asbury for servicing because the vehicle is under warranty, the
dealership locations are close and convenient, and Asbury Automotive Group has the factory parts and
38
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expertise to service the vehicle. We think that once a customer buys a vehicle from Asbury Automotive
Group, they are likely to keep going back to them for service. Comparison price shopping when it comes
to routine car maintenance is rare given the relatively low price point of the services in question. As a result,
we believe that it is unlikely for Asbury Automotive Group’s customers to service their vehicles elsewhere.
Even during an economic recession, Asbury’s Parts and Service Business is sticky — maintenance repair
will always be needed for cars despite consumers having less discretionary income to spend on cars.
Asbury’s high-quality service comes from its strong ability to use factory-approved replacement parts,
skilled manufacturer trained and certified technicians, and competitive prices.

Strong Product Mix in the New Vehicle Luxury Business
We think that there is a lot of room for Asbury Automotive Group to gain market share. Within New
Vehicles, ABG is over indexed to the Luxury category which carries the best margins. The global luxury
car market size was valued at $495.7 billion in 2018 and is projected to reach $733.2 billion by 2026 — a
CAGR of 5.2% from 2019-2026.43 The luxury business segment is a key advantage Asbury Automotive
Group has in its product mix compared to other players such as CarMax and Penske all of whom are focused
more on domestic and import segments. Asbury Automotive Group’s New Vehicle Luxury Business
revenue has been growing the fastest at 9.96% (YoY) and represents 52% of segment gross profit as of Q1
2021.44 The cost of servicing luxury vehicles is also higher than import or domestic vehicles which will
contribute to future revenue of the P&S segment. We believe that Asbury Automotive Group’s core focus
on expanding its luxury business with the acquisition of Park Place Dealerships, a luxury dealership in the
Dallas/Fort Worth area, will ensure that more than 50% of the company’s total gross profit comes from
luxury vehicles.45

Strong Market Position in the Southeast Vehicle Market
Asbury Automotive Group has a strong geographical presence
in the southeastern United States. Asbury has a very stronger
dealership presence in Texas – the nation’s fastest growing
state. The acquisition of 17 new dealerships as part of the Park
Place transaction helped Asbury further expand in the DFW
area. Asbury’s revenue is concentrated in states such as Florida
(32%), Texas (27%), and Georgia (14%).46 Looking at other
competitors, AutoNation’s total revenue were 24% in Florida,
21% in Texas, and 4% in Georgia.47 Lithia Motors focuses
more on the Northwest and Southwest region.48 Sonic
Automotive primarily has dealerships in California and
Florida. We believe that once a dealership covers a specific geographic location in a particular city, most
43
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of those revenues will come from customers who live in proximity. There are a total of 54 million vehicles
in these three states: Florida (22 million)49, Texas (22 million)50, and Georgia (10 million).51

Clicklane Omnichannel Strategy
Clicklane is Asbury Automotive Group’s online car
shopping platform. Clicklane is a unique feature of its
omnichannel strategy that provides a seamless buying
experience for customers whether they shop online or
in-store.
The coronavirus pandemic has accelerated the trends towards an online-first car buying experience. On
December 2, 2020, Asbury Automotive Group launched Clicklane — a technology platform which allows
for an online car-buying and selling experience. The company partnered with Gubagoo, a Florida based
automotive software company, to enhance the car buying experience for online automotive retail. As
consumers buying habits become increasingly more digital, it’s more important than ever to develop an
online platform that allows customers to experience the entire life cycle of vehicle ownership entirely
online. Social-distancing and sanitization measures brought by the pandemic have made it essential for auto
retailers to conduct business in an online environment. While others may have pioneered the online carbuying experience, we believe that Asbury’s integration with Clicklane strengthens its ability to sell cars
online.
Unique features of Clicklane include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Real-payment figures based on local taxes and fees
Penny perfect trade-in values and penny perfect loan payoffs
Loan marketplace, which now includes more than 30 lenders
VIN-specific finance & insurance products customized to the vehicle and consumer
Ability to sign all documents online with DocuSign
In-tool service and collision appointment scheduler

As of Q1 2021, Asbury Automotive Group sold 20% of their cars online.52 The entire process of buying a
car online using Clicklane takes approximately 15-20 minutes. First, customers choose from a large
selection of new, pre-owned and factory certified cars. Next, customers enter their vehicle identification
number (VIN) to get the value of their car and the actual payoff amount directly from their current lender.
Afterwards, Clicklane provides customers with several payment structure options to select the one that
works best. Customers can then choose the rate they want to pay from over 30 lenders, sign digitally on
DocuSign, and let Clicklane deliver the car to a customer’s house in a few business days. Clicklane fills
many of the gaps that exist with online automotive retail platforms currently on the market, which are lead
generators and are unable to fully complete a transaction online. Not only will Clicklane boost online
vehicle sales but it allows customers to easily schedule servicing appointments online which helps improve
the Parts and Service Business.

49
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Salty Improves Asbury’s F&I Business
Asbury Automotive Group partnered with Salty
on July 8, 2021, to improve the customer
experience for its Finance and Insurance
Business. Salty is a high-growth insurance
technology company licensed in all 50 states that
provides a SaaS solution to offer customized insurance policies in real-time during a purchase process. The
partnership allows customers to secure the insurance they need for a vehicle using artificial intelligence,
and machine learning technologies. Customers can also receive a bindable insurance quote with Salty
without leaving the Clicklane online car-buying journey. This integration of insurance ensures that
Clicklane has all the features of buying, selling, and financing a new or used vehicle entirely online.
According to the Q1 2021 Earnings Call, Asbury’s customers spend almost $350 million on insurance every
year. Thanks to the Salty partnership customers will now have the option to protect their vehicle purchases
without having to leave Asbury’s Clicklane platform or choose another third-party service. This will
provide a valuable opportunity for Asbury to earn some commission revenue here.

New Vehicle Accessory Visualization
Another improvement to enhance the omnichannel
experience with Clicklane is a partnership with
Insignia Group, a vehicle accessory sales software
company, announced on July 12, 2021.53 This
partnership allows Clicklane customers the ability
to visualize accessories on their vehicles and
purchase accessories completely online. Customers
can now browse through a variety of options to
purchase vehicle accessories such as wheels or
cargo storage solutions before finalizing the purchase of their vehicle. We believe that this partnership with
Insignia will increase the personalization capabilities customers have for their vehicle purchases and to give
them the confidence needed before they purchase.54
Clicklane Financial Performance
Looking at financial performance of Clicklane on the most recent Q1 earnings call, management stated that
50% of its customers chose to take delivery at home using Clicklane. On average, nine out of ten customers
that apply for a loan are approved through Clicklane and 50% of transactions had a pay-off with their trade.
Trades taken through Clicklane that were retailed are averaging higher prices when compared to store trade
ins and have been turning in less than 15 days.55 Additionally, management has stated that the average
credit score so far in Clicklane is higher than the store average. Asbury has repeatedly articulated a plan to
reach $20 billion of revenue by 2025 (20% CAGR), expand operating margins, and grow EPS in excess of
revenue growth – we believe Clicklane will be an important element in achieving these goals. We believe
53
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that Asbury’s omnichannel initiatives with Clicklane will make it one of the first online automotive retailer
solution that includes all parts of the online vehicle buying experience. Not many automotive retailers have
such an immersive and technologically advanced online vehicle commerce solution compared to Asbury’s
Clicklane platform.

Recent Management Changes
On July 6, 2021, Asbury appointed Michael Welch as the Senior Vice President and Chief Financial Officer.
Mr. Welch served as the Vice President and Corporate Controller for Group 1 Automotive (NYSE:GPI)
since June 2019. Michael has spent over 20 years working in the automotive retail industry and his expertise
in financial management will help Asbury execute its five-year growth goals. On February 1, 2021, Asbury
appointed William Fay to its Board of Directors. Mr. Fay has a highly accomplished automotive career that
includes more than 38 years at Toyota Motor North America.

Asbury Joins the CarOffer Wholesale Trade Platform
CarOffer is the first automated instant
wholesale vehicle trade platform with more
than 2,000 locations worldwide. The platform
allows in-group dealers to buy, sell, and trade
among each other. On January 7, 2021,
Asbury Automotive joined the CarOffer’s
Group Trade platform. CarOffer will help
ABG streamline all logistics and inventory
management activity.
“The CarOffer Group Trade platform
streamlines vehicle sourcing and brings
much-needed simplicity and optimization to
the inventory process, and it allows our
dealerships to keep inventory flowing seamlessly without raising their hand to bid on a vehicle or taking
cost away from servicing our guests.” – David Hult, President and CEO of Asbury Automotive Group.
We believe this integration will help Asbury Automotive to manage its inventory effectively.
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Capital Allocation
Uses of cash (2011-2020)

Sources of cash (2011-2020)

Net change
in debt
46%

Share
repurchases
35%

CapEx
28%

Operations
54%
Acquisitions
(net of
disposals)
37%

Asbury has allocated capital between dealership acquisitions, buying back stock, and adding partnerships
to enhance its omnichannel sales strategy. The company has completed 14 dealership acquisitions since
2011, while shrinking share count by 39%.

Strong Buy Back Activity
In the past, Asbury opportunistically repurchased shares, returning capital to shareholders and boosting
EPS. On January 30, 2014, Asbury’s Board of Directors authorized the Repurchase Program for the
repurchase of the company’s common stock in open market or privately negotiated transactions. On January
27, 2021, the Board of Directors increased the Company’s share repurchase authorization under the
Repurchase Program by $33.7 million to $100 million. 56 Asbury Automotive Group has decreased its
common shares outstanding by 39% in the past ten years. 57 Last year, buyback activity was minimal with
only $9.6 million worth of stock repurchased.58 The company has aggressively repurchased shares when
other investment opportunities were not available. Given the low valuation of the stock (current
EV/EBITDA, P/E, P/S of 7.5, 8.2, 0.4 respectively), we believe share buybacks are a great way to create
value for shareholders.
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Park Place Acquisition
On December 12th, 2019, Asbury Automotive Group acquired Park Place
— one of the largest automotive retail and service companies in the U.S —
for approximately $1 billion in an all-cash transaction. Park Place has more
than 2,100 employees throughout the Dallas Fort Worth market and
management has stated that the acquisition is the “crown jewel” of the
automotive industry.59 This acquisition included 17 new vehicle franchises.
15 are in the DFW area: 3 Mercedes Benz, 2 Lexus, 2 Jaguar, 2 Land Rover,
1 Porsche, 1 Volvo, 1 Bentley, 1 Rolls Royce, 1 McLaren, 1 Maserati, 1
Karma, and 1 Sprinter. In the first quarter of 2020, Jaguar/Land Rover
franchises opened in Austin, Texas. Additionally, the Park Place
acquisition resulted in a total of $889.9 million of net assets acquired.
Park Place’s revenue by brand dealerships is 38% of Mercedes Benz, 32% Lexus, 11% Jaguar/Land Rover,
7% Porsche, 4% Volvo, and 8% from other premium luxury brands. The Park Place acquisition includes
the top 10 stores in volume in the country for the Mercedes Benz, Porsche, and Bentley franchises.
Additionally, Park Place’s Jaguar, Land Rover, and Lexus stores are ranked in the top 15, while the Volvo
store is ranked in the top 20. As a result, this will expand the New Vehicle Luxury Business. As of 2020,
the transaction will also increase Asbury’s geographic mix to 28% of revenue from the Texas market.60
The Park Place acquisition increased the revenue contribution from the luxury segment to over 50% for the
New Car Business Segment in Q2 of 2021.61 Asbury’s Luxury brands have strong margins, and they tend
to be more resilient in economic downturns. Ultimately, the acquisition will further expand the company’s
portfolio of luxury brand dealerships.
Other Dealership Acquisitions
During the Q2, 2021 conference call, Asbury Automotive Group CEO, David Hult, mentioned that "[..]
regarding acquisitions, we have about $400 million in revenue under LOI right now.”62
Historically, the company has grown its business by acquiring approximately 2-3 dealerships per year.
Besides Park Lane, Asbury Automotive Group has completed 14 major dealership acquisitions in the past
couple of years which includes the following:
Mar 02, 2020 – John Elway Chrysler Jeep Dodge Ram in Greeley, Colorado
Feb 03, 2020 – Chrysler Jeep Dodge Ram
•

Expected to generate approximately $124 million in annual revenue63

Oct 14, 2019 – Mike Shaw Subaru in Thornton, Colorado 64
•

First dealership and Subaru brand store in Colorado

59

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/asbury-automotive-group-announces-the-acquisition-of-park-place-dealerships300973743.html
60
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/asbury-automotive-group-completes-the-acquisition-of-park-place-dealerships301117354.html
61
https://seekingalpha.com/article/4441618-asbury-automotive-group-inc-2021-q2-results-earnings-call-presentation
62
Asbury Automotive Group, Inc., Q2 2021 Earnings Call, Jul 27, 2021
63
ABG Form 8-K – February 3, 2020
64
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/asbury-automotive-group-acquires-its-first-ever-subaru-store-in-colorado-300938078.html
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•

Employs 120 team members and has a 17-year history in the Denver market

Jul 30, 2019 – Butler Toyota in Indianapolis
Feb 06, 2019 – Bill Estes Auto Group 65
•

Asbury closed the acquisition of four stores in the Indianapolis market, increasing total stores in
Indianapolis market to six

July 24, 2018 – Chevrolet Dealership in Atlanta
May 25, 2018 – Nalley Toyota Union City in Atlanta 66
Jan 09, 2018 – Terry Lee Honda in Indiana67
Feb 07, 2017 – Chevy and Isuzu Truck Franchise in Indianapolis68
May 07, 2015 – Capitol City Nissan
Dec 16, 2015 – Texas Motors, Inc
Dec 08, 2014 – Perimeter Ford
Jul 23, 2013 – Nalley Hyundai, Nalley Kia, and Nalley Toyota Stonecrest
Dec 05, 2012 – Volkswagen and Bentley Store in Atlanta, Georgia

Management Incentives69
We believe that management acts in the best interests of its shareholders and that compensation is modest
given the returns shareholders have enjoyed over the past decade. Most of the pay is performance-based
and is not guaranteed. Management bonuses are tied to EBITDA, Same-Store Used Car Growth vs. Peers,
Operating Margin vs. Peers, 3-Year EPS Growth vs. Peers, Same-Store Parts, and Service Customer Pay
Gross Profit Growth. We believe management incentives are logical and clearly focused on operating
metrics that relate to profitability.
President & Chief Executive Officer

Other Named Executives

21%

26%

25%
36%

Base Salary

53%

Base Salary

39%

Target Long Term Incentive (equity)

Target Long Term Incentive (equity)

Target Annual Cash Incentive

Target Annual Cash Incentive

65

ABG 10K Report - 2018
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/haig-partners-advises-automotive-associates-of-atlanta-on-sale-to-asbury-automotive-and-jimellis-automotive-group-300655204.html
67
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20180109005425/en/
68
Form 8-K – February 7, 2017
69
Form DEF 14A — Proxy Statement
66
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Growth and Valuation
As of the end of August, Asbury Automotive Group (ABG), had a market capitalization of $3.6 billion and
an Enterprise Value (EV) of $5.1 billion. Based on Q2 2020 financials, this is a trailing P/E of
approximately 8.2x and EV/EBITDA 7.5x. For context the S&P 500 trades at 31.25x trailing earnings. So,
by buying shares today, you are paying roughly ¼ of the valuation for the average company in the S&P
500. What’s more, these valuations are close to the bottom of historical ranges for the company.
ABG - Historic trailing P/E multiple
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ABG - Historic trailing EV/EBITDA multiple
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This type of valuation might make sense if ABG was a terrible business, one with low returns and no growth
– but that is not the case. Return on invested capital (ROIC) have averaged in the high teens after adjusting
for floorplan financing. What’s more, ABG has grown both its top and bottom lines over the past ten years,
while returning approximately 1/3 of capital generated to shareholders via share repurchases. Over the past
decade, revenue is up 2.44x, gross profit 2.85x, EBITDA 4.94x, and earnings per share (EPS) 14.41x. The
graph below depicts this graphically.
Future prospects for ABG are bright, because the automotive dealership industry remains highly fragmented
and offers decades of consolidation opportunities for incumbents.
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Conclusion
Automotive retailing in the United States is a much better business than it appears at first glance. The
industry structure consists of a series of oligopolies hemmed in by geography. Incumbent profitability is
protected by formidable barriers to entry based on complex state dealership laws and franchise agreements
with the automotive OEMs. Car sales themselves are low margin and very volatile, but the F&I, and in
particular the Parts & Service business are stable and very high margin cash cows. The industry is massively
fragmented with decades of consolidation ahead of it, and industry dynamics are favoring larger players.
ABG is not a fast-growing SaaS business, but when paying a valuation of ¼ of the overall stock market,
one does not need to make heroic assumptions about the future to enjoy strong returns as shareholders. We
believe that over the next several years, Asbury will continue to acquire dealerships, occasionally buyback
stock and invest to improve its digital shopping experience. Given the undemanding valuation, if the
company continues to execute well, it is easy to pencil out mid-teen annual returns to shareholders over the
coming decade. We hope to be shareholders of Asbury Automotive Group for many more years to come.
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Our Portfolio
The top ten investments in our portfolio as of 9/1/2021, in order of position size, are presented on the
following pages. All valuation metrics and returns are as of 9/1/2021 unless otherwise stated. For a relative
valuation context, the S&P500 is currently trading at 31.26x trailing and 22.26x forward earnings,
respectively – one of the highest valuations ever recorded.70 The Russell 2000 trades at a forward PE ratio
of over 31.75x – also an extremely high number. We believe our portfolio will generate far superior returns
than the S&P500 going forward.
The table below gives additional insight into our portfolio exposure. We are dramatically underexposed in
technology, communication, financials, and utilities, while being overexposed in industrials, consumer
cyclicals, real estate and basic materials. These sector weightings are an outcome of where we currently see
opportunities, and not a top-down decision based on macro predictions. We will happily own many
technology companies if their valuations become more attractive.

Portfolio Statistics as of 9/1/202171
Sector Allocations (Long Exposure, %)
S&P 500 Sector
Portfolio
S&P 500
Industrials
21.89
8.74
Consumer Cyclical
21.39
11.76
Healthcare
12.51
13.53
Financial Services
10.92
13.85
Basic Materials
7.11
2.27
Real Estate
6.58
2.63
Consumer Defensive
6.25
6.34
Communication Services
5.17
11.24
Energy
4.5
2.54
Technology
3.68
24.64
Utilities
0
2.46

Delta
13.15
9.63
-1.02
-2.93
4.84
3.95
-0.09
-6.07
1.96
-20.96
-2.46

Market Cap Allocations (%)
Large
Mid
Small

31.73
51.72
16.55
Country Allocations (%)

United States
Canada
Denmark
Singapore

70
71

84.68
8.27
5.70
1.35

https://www.wsj.com/market-data/stocks/peyields
Source: Morningstar, Sentieo.
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#1 - Domino's Pizza, Inc. (DPZ)
Domino’s Pizza is the world’s largest franchisor of pizza restaurants with over
13,800 locations in 85 countries. As for any restaurant operator, the key metric
to consider for Domino’s Pizza is same-store-sales (SSS) growth. Growing
same-store-sales are ultimately how a restaurant business increases earnings
from its existing assets. The company continues to impress in this criterion
with SSS having grown in the U.S. for 40 consecutive quarters, and an
astounding 109 straight quarters internationally.
Two-thirds of the company’s stores are currently abroad, and the international segment remains the
company’s largest growth opportunity, as the penetration of convenient fast food remains lower abroad
than in the United States. Pizza is a product with exceptionally high gross margins, one that “translates”
well across different cultures, and one that literally “travels well”, not losing much of its appeal when
delivered in a cardboard box. The rise of 3rd party delivery platforms such as Uber Eats, Doordash and
Grubhub is challenging the pizza category as it has expanded the number of choices consumers have for
convenient takeout. However, the economics of food delivery remain challenging for most restaurants and
platforms alike72, while pizza delivery continues to be highly profitable. Regardless of how the “delivery
wars” currently playing out end, Domino’s financial results show little impact of this increased competition,
and the company continues to deliver exceptional financial performance.
Domino’s Pizza stock is not optically cheap based on forward earnings, however, the company has routinely
reported earnings growth of over 20% in almost all quarters since 2009. Given the company’s high growth
rate, international growth opportunities, and capital light business model, which allows for returns on
invested capital of over 40%, we are happy to continue to hold the shares.

Domino's Pizza Trailing 12 month earnings per share
14.00
12.00
10.00
8.00
6.00
4.00
2.00

0.00

Shares are +35.43% year-to-date and +27.5% over the past twelve months.

72

DoorDash lost $312 million in Q4, 2020. Source: DoorDash, 8-K Earnings, Update, 25-Feb-21
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#2 - Stepan Company (SCL)
Stepan is an under-the-radar company with a market capitalization
of approximately $3.0b.73 The company is engaged in the
manufacturing of specialty chemicals, primarily for the cleaning
industry. The company’s products are the principal ingredients in
consumer and industrial cleaning products such as washing detergents, as well as shampoos, body washes,
and fabric softeners. The company’s specialty products include emulsifiers, food stabilizers, flavorings, and
nutritional supplements.
Share of revenue74
68.98%
27.97%
3.05%

Segment
Surfactants
Polymers
Specialty Products

Don’t let the dullness of the company’s products fool you. While Stepan operates in a commoditized
industry, the company has been an efficient operator and has been able to expand margins over time. What
looks on the surface like a cyclical, commoditized business is in fact a very resilient provider of key inputs
to daily necessities such as body and household cleaning products. Due to its resilience through different
economic cycles, Stepan has been able to increase its annual dividend for 54 years in a row. What’s more,
payouts to shareholders did not come at the expense of reinvesting in the business. The company has grown
earnings-per-share by a factor of 5x over the last two decades while maintaining returns on invested capital
in the mid-teens.

Stepan: Selected Financial Metrics

Total Revenue (lhs)

Dividend Per Share (rhs)

2,500,000

1.25

2,000,000

1.05

1,500,000

0.85

1,000,000

0.65

500,000

0.45

-

0.25

Shares are -1% year-to-date and +2.72% over the past twelve months.

73
74

As of 5/1/2021. Source: Sentieo.
Source: Stepan, 8-K Earnings, 27-Apr-21
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#3 - Novo Nordisk A/S (NVO)
Novo Nordisk is the global leader in insulin, which is, sadly, a growing
business as more and more people around the world suffer from diabetes.
Millions of people need daily injections of insulin to stay alive75, a number
that, unfortunately, is likely to continue to grow by millions more in the
coming decade. It may seem at first glance that insulin should be a
commoditized business, after all, it was discovered and synthesized over a
hundred years ago, but nothing could be further from the truth. There are many types of insulin and Novo
Nordisk has spent billions on R&D over the years to develop new products. On February 11th, the company
reported favorable results from a phase-3 trial of Semaglutide, a drug that is currently used for Type 2
diabetes treatment. The study evaluated the use of Semaglutide for weight loss treatment in non-diabetic
patients and found a significant impact on weight loss for patients receiving Semaglutide vs. the placebo
control group. If Semaglutide is approved for weight loss treatment, we expect it will be meaningfully
accretive to the company’s bottom line.
The company’s proprietary product line supports returns on invested capital of over 40%, and while sales
growth is relatively slow (+6% annualized CAGR over the past decade), the company’s shares trade at a
reasonable valuation of only 22x forward earnings. For a company with an extremely predictable business,
high returns on capital, and an easily forecastable future, we believe this to be highly attractive.

Novo Nordisk: Total Revenue
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Shares are +45.95% year-to-date and +54.37% over the past twelve months.

75

According to the WHO there are 422 million diabetics worldwide. This is estimated to increase to over 570 million by 2030.
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#4 - Marriott International, Inc. (MAR)
Marriott is the world’s largest hotel company followed closely
by Hilton (HLT) and Intercontinental Hotels Group plc (IHG).
The company owns a portfolio of brands from the low end
(Courtyard, SpringHill Suites, Aloft), through the mid-tier
(Marriott, Sheraton, Westin, Renaissance Hotels), to the luxury high end (JW Marriot, Ritz-Carlton, St.
Regis). In total the company had 7,642 properties with over 1.4 million rooms as of the end of Q1 2021.76
The majority (85%) of Marriott’s revenue comes from hotels in the United States, with the rest almost
evenly split between Asia Pacific and Europe. Like it’s smaller peer, Hilton, the company today is almost
exclusively a manager and franchisor of hotels, not a hotel owner. The company owns 66 hotels, manages
2,083 and franchises 5,493. Like all franchise-based businesses Marriott requires very little capital to grow
as it utilizes the investment capital of its hotel-owners/partners to expand. Marriott currently faces a difficult
operating environment due to the Covid-19 pandemic and uncertainty about the future of business travel.
However, the company is an excellent operator with a somewhat leveraged capital structure (the company
acquired Starwood Properties in late 2016) – if pent-up demand for travel materializes post-Covid, as we
expect it will, the company will quickly go from losing money to raking in profits.
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Managed
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Shares are +2.44% year-to-date and +31.32% over the past twelve months.

76

Source: Marriott, 10-K/A, 02-Apr-21
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#5 - Hexcel Corp. (HXL)
Hexcel manufactures carbon fiber composite materials with the
primary end markets being aerospace and defense. The company’s
stock price was hit heavily last year due to the decline in the
aerospace market, but the stock is making an impressive comeback
this year as the outlook for travel and aerospace demand improves. The near-term demand for lightweight,
high-performance carbon fiber composites is still uncertain, but the longer-term trend is clearly very strong.
As airplane manufacturers look to improve the fuel efficiency and performance of their planes, the primary
way of doing this is to reduce weight. The 787, 777X and A350 are just the most recent examples of planes
from Boeing and Airbus that utilize an increasing amount of carbon fiber materials in their construction.
Segment
Commercial Aerospace
Space & Defense
Industrial

Share of revenue
47.60%
36.00%
16.40%

Hexcel: Total Revenue
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Hexcel reported a profit of $0.08 per share for Q2 2021, while revenue declined 15% year-over-year.77 Just
as is the case with Marriott, we do not view these results as meaningful or indicative of a long-term trend,
but rather a once in a century aberration due to the Covid-19 pandemic. Once Covid-19 recedes, we expect
the demand for more fuel-efficient planes to return rather quickly, powering the demand for the company’s
light weight carbon composites.
Shares are +16.95% year-to-date and +43.97% over the past twelve months.

77

Source: HXL 8-K Earnings, Update, Other, 26-Jul-21 15:28
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#6 - Repligen Corporation (RGEN)
Based in Waltham, MA, Repligen makes
equipment for the biologic drug manufacturing
industry. The company’s main products are focus
on filtration (48% of revenue), chromatography78
(20% of revenue), process analytics products (9% of revenue), as well as select proteins used in the
manufacturing of biological drugs (22%). We believe that biological drugs represent the most exciting
frontier of medicine today, with monoclonal antibodies and gene therapy amongst the most promising
approaches to tackling rare diseases.
The manufacturing of biological drugs is very different from that of traditional, “small molecule” drugs.
Whereas the construction of a traditional line for a traditional small molecule drug might cost as little as $5
million dollars, the development and scaling of a biological manufacturing line can cost well over $100
million. Every biological manufacturing process is different, but their common feature is that the active
ingredient in the drug is created by living cells and usually consists of a complex protein that is administered
to the patient by injection. In the most general of terms the manufacturing of a biological drugs has the
following stages:
●
●
●
●

Creation and selection of cell culture to produce desired protein.
Growth and amplification of selected cells – usually in a bioreactor.
Filtration, purification, and isolation of active ingredient.
Testing, quality assurance and packaging.

Under CEO Tony Hunt, Repligen has successfully reoriented itself away from selling commoditized inputs
to the biological manufacturing process, towards selling specialized proprietary equipment – largely
accomplished through M&A. Revenue grew at a CAGR of 22% before Tony joined the company and at
41% since then. Importantly, this growth has not come at the expense of margins or ROIC, which have
remained very strong throughout the period.

Repligen Quarterly Revenue
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Shares are +47.67% year-to-date and +82.67% over the past twelve months.

78

https://www.nist.gov/video/what-chromatography-all-about
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#7 - Texas Pacific Land Trust (TPL)
Long time readers will know that we rarely invest in commodity businesses. However,
there are periods in the market where commodity-based businesses outperform the
broad indexes by a wide margin. Therefore, in order to have balance in the portfolio,
we have long searched for a competitively advantaged company in the commodity
space. We believe that Texas Pacific Land Trust (TPL), meets that criteria. Formed out
of assets of formerly bankrupt railroads, TPL controls the largest acreage of land in the
Permian basin – the center of the US shale oil industry. The company has two main sources of income: 1)
royalties from oil & gas extracted on its properties – essentially a free call option on future oil prices and
production; and 2) a water business which develops water resources and sells services to the fracking
industry. We see TPL as an effective way to diversify the portfolio into a commodity exposed business that
has a history of smart capital allocation and low risk of financial distress during periods of low oil prices.
The company has no debt, and $281 million in cash.79
The company uses most of its cash flows to pay dividends and repurchase shares.

Texas Pacific Land: Selected Financial Metrics
Texas Pacific Land: Total Revenue
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Shares are +87.82% year-to-date and +163.09% over the past twelve months.

79

Source: TPL, Investor Presentation March 2021, 02-Mar-21
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#8 - Watsco Inc. (WSO)
Watsco is a long time holding of our fund that recently made it into the top ten.
The company distributes Heating Ventilation and Air Conditioning equipment
(HVAC). The HVAC distribution business is approximately 80% replacement
/ 20% new construction. This is a great business due to the fragmented supplier
base (seven major HVAC manufacturers) and fragmented buyers (thousands of
HVAC contractors). This limits the bargaining power of both buyers and
suppliers. Furthermore, while homeowners ultimately pay the bill, in most
cases it is the contractor that makes the purchasing decision. Parts availability, speed of delivery and ease
of installation play a major role in the purchasing decision with price being only a secondary consideration.
Most HVAC equipment is bulky and difficult to ship – limiting competition from online players. Simply
put, when your HVAC unit breaks on a hot summer weekend you don’t spend time shopping around for
the lowest price – fixing the AC unit becomes a priority no matter the cost. The company’s earnings are
also extremely predictable given that the majority of sales are tied to replacement demand which itself is a
function of the installed base.
Watsco is the largest player in a very fragmented industry. The company earns mid-teens returns on invested
capital and pays out the majority of earnings in the form of dividends. The company also expands through
acquisitions over time, buying up smaller independent HVAC distributors. Most recently they have
acquired Temperature Equipment, a Chicago based distributor80. Watsco also has the most unique longterm compensation policy for senior executives we have ever come across in corporate America – all stock
grants vest at retirement or after 10 years, whichever comes later. This makes managers extremely longterm focused, something we believe is a real benefit for a company that grows primarily through
acquisitions.
Watsco last reported earnings on July 22nd, beating both top (EPS +64% YoY) and bottom-line estimates.
The company also raised its dividend in conjunction with reporting earnings81. We believe the shares are
attractive at current valuations given the extremely predictable earnings the company enjoys, recession
proof nature of the product and long growth runway. GAAP earnings are understated due to the amortization
of intangible assets related to prior acquisitions.
Shares are +25.55% year-to-date and +16.98% over the past twelve months.

80
81

https://seekingalpha.com/news/3673106-watsco-to-acquire-temperature-equipment-terms-not-disclosed
https://seekingalpha.com/pr/18404390-watsco-eps-jumps-64-percent-to-3_71-setting-records-for-sales-operating-profit-operating
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#9 - Colliers International Group Inc. (CIGI)
Colliers International Group is a commercial real estate brokerage and investment
management company founded by Jay S. Hennick in 1976 in Toronto, Canada. From
humble beginnings the company has grown, primarily through acquisitions, to
become one of the five largest commercial real estate brokerages in the world (the
others being CBRE, Jones Lang LaSalle, Cushman & Wakefield, and Savills). The
company today offers a full range of services and reports in the following segments:
Outsourcing & Advisory (45% of revenue; this includes Engineering & Design services, Valuation services
and Property Management), Capital Markets (25% of revenue), Commercial Real Estate Leasing (24% of
revenue), and Investment Management (6% of revenue). The company believes that about half of its
revenue is recurring in nature. The Investment Management segment deserves special attention, as it is the
result of an acquisition of the real estate investment management company Harrison Street in 2018. While
the segment contributes the smallest part of revenues, it has a very high margin, contributing over 17% of
the company’s EBITDA.
Colliers has historically grown by acquisition and we expect it to continue to do so. The real estate services
market is highly fragmented outside of North America presenting ample opportunities for Colliers to
continue its growth strategy. The company has been a good steward of shareholder capital and spun out
FirstService Residential (FSV) in 2014 to maximize the value of that business. This spinout accounts for
the drop in revenue in 2014 seen in the chart below.

Colliers: Total Revenue
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Shares are +56.86% year-to-date and +120.85% over the past twelve months.
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#10 - TFI International Inc. (TFII)
TFII International (formerly known as Transforce) is a
recent addition to our portfolio – it is a Canadian
logistics company with exceptional management
operating in a consolidating industry. TFII came to our
attention when they announced their purchase of the US
operations of UPS Freight on January 25th, 2021. The
company has a long history of growth through
acquisition. Long time CEO Alain Bedard is fond of telling investors that he would rather own Scotiabank
and get a 3% dividend than make deals that result in 3% returns 82. This Canadian company also recently
dual-listed in the United States.
UPS Freight, recently acquired by TFII, is a less-than-truckload (LTL) operation. LTL operations can build
scale-based cost advantages as they require the consolidation of shipments in local hubs. This lends LTL
operators to develop competitive moats based on local network density creating barriers to entry, as opposed
to pure long-term trucking which is open to competition from anyone able to lease a truck. Pure play LTL
companies such as SAIA, Inc. (SAIA) and Old Dominion Freight Line (ODFL) have historically generated
very attractive returns for shareholders. Prior to the announced acquisition TFI already generated excellent
returns for shareholders through very efficient operations and good capital allocation. Through the
acquisition of UPS Freight US, the company immediately became one of the largest players in the US LTL
market. The relatively low price paid for the asset (5.3x EBITDA pre-synergies, and the fact that UPS is
taking a $500 million accounting charge on the deal) suggests TFII got a good deal. ODFL and SAIA both
trade at over 15x EV/EBITDA.
We expect earnings to rise sharply at TFII over the next twelve months as the economy accelerates postCovid. We are currently also long shares of Saia, Inc. (SAIA), the LTL operator headquartered in Georgia,
based on the same investment thesis. Shares of Saia, Inc., are up +32.82% year-to-date and +78.93% over
the past twelve months.
Shares are +120.52% year-to-date and +160.2% over the past twelve months.
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Other notable portfolio changes:
●

The Boeing Company (BA) – position eliminated.

As always, I look forward to hearing from you and answering any questions you might have. Thank you
for your continued interest and support.

Lukasz Tomicki
Portfolio Manager
LRT Capital
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Appendix I: Attributions and Holdings as of 8/2/2021
LRT Economic Moat

Portfolio Statistics

Top Holdings (%)

Sector Allocations (Long Exposure)

Domino's Pizza, Inc. (DPZ)

7.44

Sector

Portfolio

S&P 500

Delta

Stepan Company (SCL)

7.16

Industrials

23.26

8.86

14.4

Novo Nordisk A/S (NVO)

6.24

Consumer Cyclical

20.41

12.01

8.4

Marriott International, Inc. (MAR)

5.74

Healthcare

12.55

13.1

-0.55

Hexcel Corp. (HXL)

4.93

Financial Services

9.6

14.2

-4.6

Watsco Inc. (WSO)

4.89

Basic Materials

7.16

2.27

4.89

Repligen Corporation (RGEN)

4.87

Communication Services

6.96

11.14

-4.18

Texas Pacific Land Trust (TPL)

4.57

Consumer Defensive

6.58

6.32

0.26

TFI International Inc. (TFII)

3.92

Real Estate

6.3

2.58

3.72

Colliers International Group Inc. (CIGI)

3.66

Energy

4.57

2.84

1.73

Technology

2.61

24.24

-21.63

0

2.44

-2.44

Top Holdings Total

53.42

Utilities

Hedges (%)
Vanguard Mid-Cap ETF (VO)

Market Cap Allocations (%)
-10.45

Large

30.74

Vanguard Small-Cap ETF (VB)

-9.56

Mid

50.29

iShares Core S&P Mid-Cap (IJH)

-9.29

Small

18.97

SPDR S&P MidCap 400 ETF (MDY)

-9.29

iShares Russell 2000 (IWM)

-9.01

iShares Core S&P Small-Cap (IJR)

-8.69

Return Attribution (%)
Long Equity

Country Allocations (%)
0.18

United States

85.19

Hedges

-1.44

Canada

7.48

Unlevered Gross Return

-1.25

Denmark

6.13

Leveraged Gross Return

-2.63

Singapore

1.20

Net Return

-2.29

Source: Morningstar, Sentieo.
Net returns are net of a hypothetical 1% annual management fee (charged quarterly) and 20% annual performance fee. Individual
account results may vary due to the timing of investments and fee structure. Please consult your statements for exact results.
Please see the end of this letter for additional disclosures.
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Appendix II: Investment Philosophy
Over the past 36 months, we saw a large increase in the number of LRT Capital partners (the term we use
to describe our clients). With so many newcomers, it is important that we write about our investment
philosophy again.
Here are the key points:
●
●

●
●
●
●

Exceptional stock returns come from exceptional business returns on a per-share basis.
We seek to invest in high-quality companies, i.e. those possessing sustainable competitive
advantages (moats), the ability to grow and reinvest capital over time, and management that excels
at capital allocation.
We only purchase companies whose shares trade at a discount to our assessment of their intrinsic
value.
It is futile to predict short-term market movements. We seek to hold our investments for as long as
possible.
The financial markets are dominated by short-term traders who see stocks as casino chips. This
occasionally allows us to purchase shares in great companies at large discounts to their true worth.
If we are right about the trajectory of the businesses we invest in, over time, we will be right on the
trajectory of their stock prices.

We view stock market volatility as a source of opportunity. Volatility allows us to profit by acquiring shares
in superb businesses at attractive prices. The more that markets (the “other” participants) are irrational, the
more likely we are to reach our ambitious performance objectives.
In the long run, stocks are the best investment asset class, but our experience has taught us that our
investment process will not generate linear returns. In some years, our portfolio will outperform, and in
others, it will generate a below average return. This is a certainty that we must accept. We are long-term
investors and we do not try to dance in and out of the market.
In summary, our investment strategy can be summed up in three steps:
●
●
●
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Only seek out high-quality companies.
Do not overpay.
Do nothing – patience and discipline are the keystones to success.
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Appendix III: Portfolio Construction Software Overview
LRT separates the discretionary and qualitative process of selecting the equity holdings from the
portfolio construction process which is systematic and quantitative.

Our quantitative process considers each position’s contribution to portfolio volatility, contribution of
idiosyncratic vs. systematic risk and portfolio factor (size, value, quality, momentum, vol, etc.)
exposures.
The system outputs target portfolio weighs for each position. We trade mechanically to rebalance the
portfolio each month to the targeted exposures. This eliminates emotions, human biases and
overconfidence risk.

Example system output:
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Disclaimer and Contact Information
LRT Capital Management, LLC is an Exempt Reporting Adviser with the Texas State Securities Board,
CRD #290260. Past returns are no guarantee of future results. Results are net of a hypothetical 1% annual
management fee (charged quarterly) and 20% annual performance fee. Individual account returns may vary
based on the timing of investments and individual fee structure.
This memorandum and the information included herein is confidential and is intended solely for the
information and exclusive use of the person to whom it has been provided. It is not to be reproduced or
transmitted, in whole or in part, to any other person. Each recipient of this memorandum agrees to treat the
memorandum and the information included herein as confidential and further agrees not to transmit,
reproduce, or make available to anyone, in whole or in part, any of the information included herein. Each
person who receives a copy of this memorandum is deemed to have agreed to return this memorandum to
the General Partner upon request.
Investment in the Fund involves significant risks, including but not limited to the risks that the indices
within the Fund perform unfavorably, there are disruption of the orderly markets of the securities traded in
the Fund, trading errors occur, and the computer software and hardware on which the General Partner relies
experiences technical issues. All investing involves risk of loss, including the possible loss of all amounts
invested. Past performance may not be indicative of any future results. No current or prospective client
should assume that the future performance of any investment or investment strategy referenced directly or
indirectly herein will perform in the same manner in the future. Different types of investments and
investment strategies involve varying degrees of risk—all investing involves risk—and may experience
positive or negative growth. Nothing herein should be construed as guaranteeing any investment
performance. We do not provide tax, accounting, or legal advice to our clients, and all investors are advised
to consult with their tax, accounting, or legal advisers regarding any potential investment. For a more
detailed explanation of risks relating to an investment, please review the Fund’s Private Placement
Memorandum, Limited Partnership Agreement, and Subscription Documents (Offering Documents).
This report is for informational purposes only and does not constitute an offer to sell, solicitation to buy,
or a recommendation for any security, or as an offer to provide advisory or other services in any
jurisdiction in which such offer, solicitation, purchase, or sale would be unlawful under the securities laws
of such jurisdiction. Any offer to sell is done exclusively through the Fund's Private Placement
Memorandum. All persons interested in subscribing to the Fund should first review the Fund’s Offering
Documents, copies of which are available upon request. The information contained herein has been
prepared by the General Partner and is current as of the date of transmission. Such information is subject
to change. Any statements or facts contained herein derived from third-party sources are believed to be
reliable but are not guaranteed as to their accuracy or completeness. Investment in the Fund is permitted
only by "accredited investors" as defined in the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. These requirements
are set forth in detail in the Offering Documents.
LRT Capital Management, LLC
108 Wild Basin Road, Suite 250
Austin, TX 78746
Office: +1 512 320 9085
www.lrtcapital.com
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